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Riding on the recovery of Hong Kong economy, the steady

economic growth in mainland China and the inevitable financial

sector reforms, the Company and its subsidiaries (collectively the

“Group”), in the year under review, has achieved a record high

net profit after tax of HK$1.29 billion, representing a 198%

increase from last year. The principal businesses of the Group

experienced a substantial growth in year 2000.

Both of the Group’s core financial assets, China Everbright Bank

Company Limited (“Everbright Bank”) and Everbright Securities

Company Limited (“Everbright Securities”), have recorded

encouraging results. Results of Everbright Securit ies are

particularly impressive due to the booming securities market of

mainland China which led to a profit after tax of RMB533 million

(representing 316% increase from last year). This, together with

investment profit of HK$868 million from the disposal of shares

of China Mobile (Hong Kong) Limited, contributed to the Group’s

best year ever.

Year 2000 is a year of best
performance ever since

China Everbright Limited
has been listed.
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The takeover by the Group’s 20% owned Everbright Bank of the

assets, liabilities and equity of 137 banking offices of China

Investment Bank in 1999 has doubled the assets and banking

network of Everbright Bank. This has significantly enlarged

Everbright Bank’s market share and operating scale.

In furtherance of its emphasis on improving asset quality,

Everbright Bank has developed comprehensive policy in managing

loans and controll ing risks, which includes loan approval

procedures and debt recovery measures on delinquent loan

accounts. At the end of 2000, Everbright Bank undertook a rights

issue to raise approximately RMB4.5 billion in order to further

enlarge its equity base, and to position itself for the business

opportunities offered by China’s imminent entry into the WTO.

Amid the rapid growth of the financial services sector in mainland

China, Everbright Securities has achieved impressive growth in

all aspects of its securit ies operations. Brokerage business

experienced a steady growth and internet trading was launched

during the year. The investment banking business achieved an

outstanding result and was ranked among the top securities firms

nationwide in respect of underwriting business. Everbright

Securities further stepped up its r isk control measures and

operational structure in relation to asset management business

which has led to a substantial increase in its revenue. On the

back of the capital market reforms in mainland China together

with Everbright Securities’ market and service oriented approach,

Everbright Securit ies will  be able to capitalize the business

opportunities in the fast-growing financial services sector in

mainland China.
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In addition, the Group’s 20% owned International Bank of Asia

Limited has also recorded substantial improvement in its

performance compared to last year.

On the insurance side, the insurance joint venture operation with

The Standard Life Assurance Company commenced business in

October 2000.

In year 2001, China will begin to implement its 10th five year

plan. As estimated by the Chinese Government, China is aiming

to maintain its economic growth of 7% p.a. China’s entry into

the WTO will inevitably create both business opportunities and

competition in the financial market.

Looking ahead, building on its solid foundation and clear business

strategy, the Group will continue to focus itself in banking,

securities and insurance and develop its asset management

business with a view to maximising the business synergies of its

operations in both Hong Kong and mainland China and

establishing the Group as a successful comprehensive financial

conglomerate.
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Finally, I take this opportunity to express my gratitude for the

support of the investors, members of the Board and staff of the

Group without which it would not be possible for the Group to

achieve the encouraging results in the year 2000. I will, together

with all those who are concerned with the Group’s prospects,

continue to contribute to the growth and development of the

Group.

Wang Mingquan

Chairman

Hong Kong, 30th March, 2001


